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3.5 million African people from their homes between
Since the Dutch first settled at the Cape of Good
Hope in 1652, South Africa's bountiful land and min1960 and 1980. The government also insured that
eral riches have been sources of conflict. Over the
Africans would continue to have inferior education
course of several centuries, Dutch (now the Afrikanby structuring a school system that favored European
ers) and British settlers were able to seize land from
children. The government allocates $296 for the
schooling of each African child compared to $1, 194
the indigenous African peoples. By the end of the
for each European child (Williams, 1990:23).
19th century, the Europeans dominated over 90 perAfrican leaders and organizations have challenged
cent of the territory. When diamonds and gold were
the injustices and inequities of colonial rule at every
discovered in the late 19th century, European settlers
prevented Africans from sharing in the land's wealth
step. A leading organization representing Black
and transformed them into a
opinion has been the African
National Congress (ANC),
tightly controlled, poorly paid
founded in 1912. Along with
labor force.
other African protest and trade
When the Union of South
union groups, the ANC chalAfrica came into existence in
1910, the new settler-run
lenged colonial rule through
non-violent strategies until the
government held absolute
government outlawed the
political and economic power.
Segregation was the order of
opposition in 1960, and banned
the ANC, Pan African Conthe day and, with few excepgress (PAC) and the Commutions, Africans could not parnist Party. The bannings and
ticipate in political decisions.
failed attempts to effect a
They were allowed to hold
peaceful settlement led the
jobs only as unskilled, cheap
laborers.
ANC and the PAC to turn to
armed struggle. Government
Since 1948, the Nationalist
repression of Black dissent
Party has been in power. It
has been forceful in recent
has promoted a policy called
apartheid (separateness),
decades, but political, church,
community, student and trade
which built on and intensified
union groups have sustained
European domination through
the struggle and captured
a vast array of laws and edicts.
worldwide attention.
The Population Registration
In February, 1990, the govAct categorized people into
Music and dance were vital components of the
reception welcoming Nelson Mandela to Lusaka,
ernment lifted its bannings on
different racial groups; the
Zambia. (Photo by D. Michael Cheers, courtesy African Black opposition movements
Groups Areas Act separated
Studies and Research Program, Howard University)
and released ANC leader Neldifferent racial groups in the
urban areas; the Abolition of Passes and Coordinason Mandela, who had been in prison for 27 years.
But despite the release of Mandela and other antition of Documents Act forced all Africans above the
apartheid leaders, many more political prisoners
age of 16 to carry passes which controlled their
remain in jail. Despite the legalizing of organizations
residence and movement. The government's ultisuch as the ANC and the PAC, the State of Emergency
mate objective was to consign African people, 75 perremains in effect. Despite the government statement
cent of South Africa's population, to bits of impoverthat exiles may return to South Africa, they may still
ished land called Bantustans or homelands, on about
face prosecution and jail for their political acts.
13 percent of its poorest land. In or9er to achieve
Moreover, Blacks do not have the vote, and the three
that, the government forcibly removed an estimated
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key apartheid laws- the Natives Land Act, the Population Registration Act, and the Group Areas Act still endure. The government has done away with
some discriminatory laws, but apartheid is still in
force .
Music of struggle in South Africa has many forms
and performance contexts. It is based on a variety of
regional styles including unaccompanied polyphonic
singing, which is an integral part of everyday life.
Another regional influence on music used in struggle
is praise poetry, often a rap-like poetic recitative that
affirms the cultural significance of particular people
and events. Such poetry is found today among urban
laborers who use the genre to express their physical
prowess and to give voice to problems they face far
from their families . Amahubo, clan identity anthems
with slow, synchronized movements and high kicks,
is another traditional base for men's songs and dance
steps performed in the setting of workers' compounds.
South African music of struggle also has had
sources in European musics and in the musics of
touring choirs and musical reviews. Influences on
South African composers and arrangers during the
early 1900s include African American music of the
Fisk Jubilee Singers and choirs of the charismatic
Church of God in Christ denomination; minstrel music, and ragtime, the popular syncopated American music of the turn of the century. Blending such
genres with their own traditional music, noted South
African composers working in the makwaya ("choir")
genre - such as Caluza, Bokwe, and Tyamzashe combined rising nationalistic feelings and social
commentary with compelling harmonies and rhythms.
Ngoma, songs and dances performed at weddings, together with mission school "action song,"
laid the groundwork for mbube, which consciously
adapted a European (homophonic) four-part harmony vocal style In 1939, a young migrant worker
Solomon Linda made the first recording - entitled
"Mbube" - which named and documented the
genre; the melody would be identified by American
audiences as "The Lion Sleeps Tonight." Isicathamiya ("walk softly") and cathoza mfana ("walk steadily, boys"), other forms of Zulu male singing which
developed from mbube, have gained international
commercial acceptance. 2
1

Mbube songs expressing political protest against
exploitation were often heard on the South African
Broadcasting Corporation until the late 1940s, when
stringent monitoring became the rule. "Vukani
Mawethu" ("Wake Up, My People"), a well-known
makwaya song, frightened radio censors with its
potential to mobilize Africans. And until recently it
was illegal even to hum the ANC anthem "Nkosi
Sikelel' iAfrika" ("God Bless Africa"), although this
has not prevented people around the world from
learning the song. The circumvention of censorship
continues to be a challenge to South African musicians and composers; South African music has served
as a means of defining opposition to colonial rule and
affirming African identity and unity.
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1
"Action song" is accompanied by controlled movements allowing a physical response to music, short of dancing, which was forbidden by the church fathers .
2
Contemporary major exponents include the Boyoyo Boys, whose singing first caught Paul Simon's ear, leading to the success of
Ladysmith Black Mambazo outside of Africa. "Ladysmith" serenades its international following - with a non-political repertory - in
English as well as Zulu.
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Civil Rights Movement, the song has been a part of
musical performances in a variety of struggles. As in
other areas, professional musicians play important roles
by bringing (often arranged) versions of local traditions
to wider, sometimes international, audiences . Many
people not directly involved in a struggle may hear
about it first through songs.
Smithsonian/ Folkways Records has issued two recordings in time for the Festival that deal with labor
struggles and union organizing: "Don't Mourn - Organize! Songs of Labor Songwriter Joe Hill" (SF40026)
and Woody Guthrie's "Struggle" (SF40025). One of the
richest areas of American protest music, union songs
have a vast bibliography and discography.

(see Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983). The traditions may
include national songs (national anthems are such a
form), national dress composed of an amalgamation of
regional dress forms, and a national identity based on a
variety of symbolic forms such as celebrations of
independence, the birthdays of heroes, and stories
about the founding of the state that establish its identity
as a nation and downplay regional differences and
conflicts.
While national institutions create their own sense of
tradition, groups within the nation often struggle to
assert a degree of autonomy. This is often done through
language, dress, religious affiliation, and music. The
controversies over whether schools should be under
local control, whether English should be the sole U.S.
national language and the square dance the official U.S.
national dance, and other issues of ethnic identity raise
issues here in the United States that are similar to those
being raised in Eastern Europe. African Americans,
Polish Americans, Hispanics, American Indians, and
many other groups have asserted cultural autonomy by
perpetuating particular secular and religious traditions
through music.
Several performers at the Festival of American Folklife
represent regional populations that are struggling for an
independent identity within states largely controlled by
members of other groups. These include the Kurds and
the Palestinians, among many others that might have
appeared.

STRUGGLES FOR POLITICAL
AuTONOMY
The political boundaries of modern nations are very
often shaped more by wars, treaties, and colonization
than by cultural homogeneity. Most nations today
contain many different cultural or ethnic groups within
their borders. Ethnic strife in Ireland, the USSR,
Eastern Europe, and the United States provide
examples of the difficulties states have in dealing with
culturally different populations within a single state.
The heterogeneity of modern states has led to two
related social processes that have both used music: 1)
the forging of a "national identity" out of (or over) a
variety of local identities and 2) the creation and
maintenance of local identities in the face of a (forged)
national identity that does not usually recognize local
differences.
Faced with heterogeneous populations and the
necessity of defending political borders, many nations
have "created traditions" to establish a national unity

POLITICAL ISSUES
Participants in political conflicts have long used
songs to spread their messages and to create unity
among their compatriots. Recent examples include the
movement against the Vietnam war in the 1960s, the
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